FURNITURE FOR WORK & LEARNING SPACES
Solutions that Fit

SOLUTIONS THAT FIT
ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT

Learning and workspaces are not a one size fits all approach — every space has
unique needs and requirements that require more than a cookie-cutter solution.

COLLABORATIVE

Today’s spaces often require an integrated blend of private workspaces, areas for
team collaboration, high-density zones, reception stations, and multi-purpose

CONFERENCE

rooms that need to maintain a professional appearance across the board.

HELP DESK

Interior Concepts delivers on all counts. We specialize in school, office, and contact

HIGH-DENSITY
RECEPTION
SCHOOL

center furniture and have over 20 years experience delivering quality furniture
solutions that are backed by a lifetime warranty and made in the USA. Our tagline is
‘solutions that fit’ because we tackle each project individually and deliver solutions
tailored precisely to your needs.
We’re here to make your job easier. From initial idea to final details, we do

TABLES

whatever it takes to make sure your project goes as smoothly as possible. With

TRAINING

specialists work closely with you to learn about your needs and to understand

our ImagineIt! Design Sessions we design furniture to fit your needs. Our design
your specific issues. With the flexibility of our designs, your input becomes our

WORKSTATIONS

output. Discover what is simply the best furniture-purchasing experience in the
industry — one focused entirely on you and your needs.

“When opening a new high school, you work with literally hundreds
of different companies — and Interior Concepts stood out with
their service. From the planning and design process to the on-time
delivery and efficient installation, everything that Interior Concepts
promised us came to fruition. I can say without hesitation that
Bring your vision to life with an
ImagineIt! Design Session.

Interior Concepts tops the list when it comes to service. Interior
Concepts does it right.” – Mark Kalvoda, Principal, Elkhorn South High School
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